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Introduction*

For some time, our group has been studying patterns of conflict in western European countries over the last few centuries. In very general terms, we have been trying to learn how large-scale changes such as industrialization and statemaking affect the capacity and propensity for collective action of different segments of the populations affected by those changes. In our view, conflict is simply one aspect of collective action: to varying degrees, the pursuit of common goals of one group hampers the pursuit of common goals by other groups. We have been concentrating our attention on relatively visible forms of conflict in hopes of keeping the research manageable, yet of shedding light on the alteration of a wide range of collective action in the course of large-scale social change.

Up to the present, our most substantial analyses have dealt with strikes and with collective violence in Italy, Germany and, especially, France for varying intervals between 1830 and 1968. In those cases, we have generally attempted a uniform, comprehensive enumeration and description of events meeting our criteria in the entire country over some substantial block of time. That included, for example, an analysis of the roughly 36,000 individual strikes reported in the French Statistique des Grèves from 1890 through 1935. In those countries, we have also undertaken detailed studies of some particular events, period, places and/or populations -- for in-
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stance, a close look at the Parisian insurrection of June, 1848. In some of those cases we have examined forms of collective action other than strikes and violent encounters; they include such efforts as an attempt to trace the emergence of the demonstration as a form of action. Finally, some members of the group have studied similar phenomena in North America, Scandinavia and Great Britain.

Our newest large effort is a study of conflicts in Great Britain from 1828 through 1834. We have several different incentives for undertaking the new analysis. First, our analyses of violent events in Italy, Germany and France appeared to confirm our supposition that the violence was on the whole the by-product of the intervention of further interested parties in actions which were not intrinsically violent and which occurred frequently without significant violence. In particular, we were interested in the frequency with which the violence began with the intervention of troops, police and other specialized repressive forces. Since the only nonviolent events of which we had made large, systematic enumerations for some of the same periods and places were strikes, however, we did not have the evidence to look closely at that relationship between nonviolent and violent collective actions.

Second, it seemed worth making a sustained comparison between patterns of conflict in nineteenth-century Britain and those we had found on the Continent. Students of modern Europe often think of nineteenth-century Britain's experience as a kind of success story -- at least in "avoiding" the revolutions which occurred in France, Germany, Italy and elsewhere.

A close study of conflicts in Britain should give us the means to rethink that question. More important, it should provide firmer ground for choosing among obvious alternative explanations of the differences between Britain and the continent: that Britain had fewer of the kinds of people who made nineteenth-century revolutions and rebellions, that the most likely rebels had fewer grievances, that repression was more effective in Britain, and so on.

Our original hope was to examine the changing patterns of conflict in Britain throughout the nineteenth century. With a wide range of nonviolent events to consider, however, that would have required an enormous effort -- many times the already formidable effort per year in our studies of France and Germany. After some preliminary enumerations in scattered years from the end of the eighteenth century to the end of the nineteenth, we narrowed our attention to 1828-1834. That period recommends itself for several reasons. First, it was a time of major movements, conflicts and collective actions: Catholic Emancipation, Reform agitation, industrial conflict, the attack on select vestries, and the great agrarian rebellions of 1830. Second, there exist excellent historical studies of some of the period's conflicts -- for example, *Captain Swing*, by E.J. Hobsbawm and George Rudé -- with which we can compare our own results. Third, we have some reason to believe that the period acted as an historical pivot in the same way that the revolutions of 1848 did in France and Germany: marking, and perhaps producing, a shift from reactive to proactive, from "backward-looking" to "forward-looking" collective action on the part of ordinary people.

In that period, we are attempting to enumerate, describe and analyze a large share of all the "contentious gatherings" which occurred in England, Scotland and Wales. Roughly speaking, a contentious gathering is an occasion in which ten or more persons outside the government gather in the same place and make a visible claim which, if realized, would affect the interests of some specific person(s) or group(s) outside their own number. In principle, these gatherings include just about all the events covered.
In our earlier enumerations of strikes and collective violence. They also include a great many other events: demonstrations, petition meetings, delegations, group poaching, and plenty of others. Drawing the boundaries both generously and consistently is a delicate and laborious task.

We are still adjusting the procedures for that task. After doing a trial enumeration and summary coding of some events from 1830, we did a preliminary scanning of thirty randomly selected ten-day blocks from the entire six-year period, then proceeded to enumerate systematically from the beginning of 1828. We have completed the preliminary enumeration of 1828. We find the events via a complete issue-by-issue reading of the Morning Chronicle, the Times, Gentlemen’s Magazine, Hansard’s Parliamentary Debates, Mirror of Parliament and the Annual Register. Once the events are enumerated, we plan to look for more information about them in the papers of the Home Office (of which we have already built up substantial selections via photocopy and microfilm), in other periodicals, and in secondary historical works. We are still making plans for coding of the information in machine-readable form. The file for the six-year period will probably describe on the order of 15,000 events.

We are also slowly making plans for the collection of data on the populations and areas "at risk" to contentious gatherings. The units of observation will certainly include all counties of England, Scotland and Wales. They will probably include complete sets of hundreds of parishes within selected counties. If possible, they will also include particular populations of potential actors -- for example, the handloom weavers of Lancashire and the agricultural laborers of Leicestershire. Ultimately the choice of units and of kinds of data concerning those units will result from a compromise between the arguments we are seeking to test and the costs of getting the relevant evidence.

Figure 1 provides a simplified sketch of this study’s theoretical agenda. It states the problem as the short-run explanation of the extent of a single actor’s collective action. Here are the definitions of the elements:

- **Interests**: the shared advantages or disadvantages likely to accrue to the population in question as a consequence of various possible interactions with other populations.

- **Organisation**: the extent of common identity and unifying structure among the individuals in the population.

- **Mobilisation**: the extent of resources under the collective control of the actor.

- **Power**: the extent to which the outcomes of the actor’s interactions with other actors favor its interests over those of the others.

- **Repression**: the costs of collective action to the actor resulting from interaction with other groups. Facilitation consists of other groups' provision of incentives to act.

- **Opportunity/threat**: the extent to which other groups are either a) vulnerable to new claims which would, if successful, enhance the actor’s realization of its interests or b) threatening to make claims which would, if successful, reduce the actor’s realization of its interests.

- **Contentious gathering**: the extent of a contender’s joint action in pursuit of common ends.

Figure 1 states the broad argument that the actor’s current level of col-
lective action is mainly a function of its mobilization level, of the combination of opportunities and threats it faces, and of its power position. It states, among other things, that interest does not translate directly into collective action, but operates through its effect on group organization, mobilization, and subjection to repression and facilitation, as well as being filtered through the current configuration of opportunity and threat. All this may be obvious. But it breaks with a large part of the social science literature on "collective behavior", "protest" and "disorder". A major task in our study of Great Britain is to specify, refine and model these relationships.

Figure 2 presents a simple hypothesis concerning the usual distribution of governmental repression, facilitation and toleration (toleration = the absence of either repression or facilitation) as a function of the scale of collective action and the power of the group involved. It says that very weak groups have a range of smaller-scale actions open to them, will find themselves repressed if they exceed a certain scale, and never receive governmental facilitation for their collective action. Somewhat more powerful groups, according to this hypothesis, will be repressed for almost any collective action beyond a very small scale, but will still receive no facilitation. Beyond some critical point in group power, the extent of facilitation for smaller-scale actions increases as the extent of repression for large-scale actions declines. At the extreme, the group is the government or controls the government; there, all its collective actions are facilitated and none repressed. Two tasks of the study of Great Britain are to determine whether something like this general set of relationships does obtain, and to state how it varies with the current organization or political position of the government.

We are particularly interested in exploring a series of related prob-
1. What determines the extent to which governments repress or facilitate a given category of contentious gatherings? Even if the diagram is correct in suggesting that the scale of the action is inversely related to its acceptability, other factors clearly matter. In most countries, we witness the legalization of the strike during the nineteenth century, but generally much later than the legalization of electoral gatherings of similar or larger size.

2. To what extent, and under what conditions, does the toleration or facilitation of a given type of action by a particular group diminish the likelihood that other groups will be punished for that same type of action? It appears, for example, that the British government's toleration of the Catholic Association during the 1820s made it easier for other non-Catholic groups to form associations and use them politically.

3. Is it true, as it seems to be, that for any particular period and set of interacting populations, the forms of contentious gatherings tend to fall into a few relatively well-defined routines -- what we might call a repertoire of contentious gatherings? The repertoire of European workers in the nineteenth century, for example, commonly included the blacklist, the turnout of a single shop, the petitioning of authorities, the threat to destroy equipment and a few other forms of action, but not the sit-down strike, the demonstration, and so on. If so why? If so, how and why does the repertoire change?

Figure 2:
4. Is it not true that governmental repression and facilitation play a major part in the choice among forms of action which are in the repertoire? European nineteenth-century governments appear to have had some short-run success in channeling working-class collective action away from attempts to control production decisions and toward attempts to control consumption—for example, by tolerating Friendly Societies and repressing trade unions. How strong is that channeling effect?

Figure 3 is somewhat more complex than the previous two. It sums up some ideas about the conditions in which a run-of-the-mill contender for power is likely to carry on contentious gatherings. The diagram as a whole relates the collective goods produced as a result of the contender's action to the resources expended in the action. A run-of-the-mill contender has two bands of interest: a) in not falling below the 0 line: in not receiving collective goods; b) in a narrowly-defined set of collective goods; recognition of a union, let us say, or the abolition of slavery. As a consequence of the contender's current power position, there is a schedule of returns from different levels of contentious gathering. That schedule takes on an S-shape on the hypotheses that: 1) small amounts of action bring punishment; 2) the rate of return increases beyond some crucial minimum as other groups yield to pressure; but 3) beyond some further point the group's acquisition of collective goods begins to threaten the interests of other groups sufficiently for them to organize a concerted resistance.

The current state of opportunity and threat limits which portions of the curve of probable return are actually available. The contender's current level of mobilization limits the amount of resources the contender can actually expend. In this hypothetical case, the curve of probable returns crosses the two bands of the contender's defined interest. Furthermore, the current positions of opportunity, threat and mobilization make those interest areas available. Therefore two ranges of action are likely: a lower-level action to forestall collective goods; a higher-level action to acquire collective goods. By lowering the opportunity line, raising the threat line, reducing the mobilization level, or depressing the curve of probable returns, we can define situations in which we would expect only defensive action, or no action at all.

It is a long way from these simple, abstract models to the complex, concrete contentious gatherings of Britain in 1830. The arguments and queries we have laid out here mainly concern a single actor; the events we observe, on the other hand, are often complex interactions among several groups. The arguments tend to assume that we can observe the full range of a given actor's contentious gathering, and observe it continuously. In fact, the best our study of Britain can do is to portray the actor's appearances in a series of contentious gatherings. The arguments center on groups, but the observations deal with events, and only some of the relevant events.

We have two ways to bridge the gap. One is to shift the observations toward groups. The other is to shift the models toward events. It should be possible to identify or to develop models which deal with the effects of mobilization, repression and group organization, yet apply to contentious gatherings. It should be possible to give strategic interaction a larger and more explicit place than it occupies in simple arguments. It should be possible to deal more effectively with changes in the forms and distributions of collective action as functions of industrialization, urbanization, statemaking and the expansion of capitalism.
Our concrete research program, then, begins with the enumeration of contentious gatherings which occurred in Great Britain from 1828 through 1834. We enumerate all contentious gatherings reported in any of six standard periodicals. Having enumerated them, we seek additional evidence about the events, about the settings in which they occurred, and about the people involved. The additional evidence comes from the same periodicals, from other periodicals, from published historical works, from government reports such as censuses or parliamentary inquiries, and from British archives. We code the evidence into standard, machine-readable form, and build files suitable for computer-assisted analysis. We then undertake two major sorts of analyses: 1) attempts to describe and explain the broad patterns of variation in different types of contentious gatherings from time to time, place to place and group to group; 2) efforts to specify, refine, revise and test the line of argument sketched earlier in this paper. In the process, we hope to create new and better models of contention.

The remainder of this paper describes some of the research procedures. Its four sections are: 1) a summary of rules and routines for identifying relevant events, and assembling dossiers concerning them for coding; 2) a general agenda for coding; 3) illustrative material from the enumeration of events in February 1828; 4) a selected list of papers from the research group as a whole.
EVENTS TO BE ENUMERATED

The events are "contentious gatherings" (CCs), occasions in which ten or more persons outside the government gather in the same place and make a visible claim which, if realized, would affect the interests of some specific person(s) or group(s) outside their own number. Most CCs in our period fall into one or more of the following categories: 1) collective violence, 2) meetings, 3) demonstrations, 4) parades, 5) assemblies, 6) rallies, 7) celebrations, 8) delegations, 9) strikes, 10) union activities. More precisely, the events included are all occasions:

1. reported in the London Times, Morning Chronicle, Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, Annual Register, Gentlemen's Magazine and/or The Mirror of Parliament;
2. occurring in England, Scotland or Wales;
3. beginning on any date from 1 January 1828 through 31 December 1834;
4. in which ten or more persons outside the government:
   a. gather in the same place,
   b. make a visible claim which, if realized, would affect the interests of some specific person(s) or group(s) outside their own number.

Terms which therefore require working definitions:

- reported outside the government
- occurring gather
- in England, Scotland, Wales same place
- beginning visible claim affecting interests
- persons specific person(s) or group(s)

DEFINITIONS AND RULES OF THUMB

Reported. Any mention in any context. If, for example, an M.P. lays on the table a petition "from a numerous meeting in Oldham" which conforms to all our other criteria, that meeting enters the sample. In parliamentary debates, mentions of meetings do not need numerical information to be included. For example, if Mirror of Parliament reports a meeting of parishioners at Preston to petition Parliament, but makes no mention of how many people attended the meeting, we will assume provisionally that at least ten people took part.

Occurring in England, Scotland or Wales. Ten or more people must have gathered within the political boundaries (including territorial waters) of England, Scotland or Wales. If any part of the action occurs within those boundaries, the entire event falls into the sample.

Sometimes it is difficult to determine how many people are involved in an event or action. In vague cases, we take the following terms to mean at least ten people:

- AFFRAY
- DISTURBANCE
- NUMEROUS
- ASSEMBLY
- GANG
- RALLY
- BRAVIL
- CAGHERING
- RIOT
- CONCOURSE
- GENERAL BODY/BODY
- RIOTOUS ASSEMBLAGE
- CROWD
- MOB
- THROGG
- DEMONSTRATION
- MULTITUDE
- TURMULITIOUS ASSEMBLY

Beginning on any date from 1 January 1828 through 31 December 1834.

The event begins at the first point at which at least ten of the people who eventually make the visible claim are gathered without further dispersal before they make the claim. The day begins at midnight.
1. Use exact date when given.

2. Use provided calendar to assign the exact date if the day of the week is given and there is no reason to believe the date could be off by a week or more. For example, the account might report "Tuesday" or "Tuesday last".

3. If it is unclear whether the article is giving you an exact date (for example, the article is from another newspaper), assign an approximate date by referring to the calendar in your reader packet. Be sure to note the guidelines you used, i.e., within one week, two weeks, one month, two months, or three months; and fill out a date comment card, explaining your reasons for the choice.

4. When no clear date is given for Parliamentary debates events, assign a month, the same month as the newspaper edition in which the report appears — unless it's the first day of that month, in which case you should use the preceding month. Then date the day 00, fill in the year and the sequence number, and add "approximately within three months". A mention of a meeting in an April 16th London Times would therefore read as follows:

   828-04-00-01 app. w/in 3 months.

   Also number the log page in the same manner. The 00 page should come at the end of each month. This same procedure should be followed for events reported without dates in Hansard's and Mirror of Parliament.

   If an event is reported in a London paper and takes place in or near London, "yesterday" or a day given is close enough to be the calendar date assigned. No comment card need be filled out, and no approximate date need be assigned.

   Persons. Any human being who can reasonably be presumed to have intentionally participated in the making of a claim.

Outside the government. When officers are acting in the capacity given them by their offices and no group of ten or more non-officers is acting with them, we exclude the action. If ten or more officers act together but on their own responsibility, we include their action. Among the sets of people commonly named in discussions of nineteenth-century English governments, we actually distinguish three categories: a) officers, b) public committees, and c) citizenry. As officers, we are considering:

   ALDERMEN  HORSE GUARDS  PAYMasters
   BAILIFFS  JUDGES  POLICE
   BEADLES  JUSTICES  POLICE CONSTABLES
   BOROUGHREEVES  JUSTICES OF THE PEACE PRIVY COUNCILERS
   BURGESSES  LORD LIEUTENANTS  SCHOOLBOARDS
   CHURCHWARDENS  MAGISTRATES  SHERIFFS
   COMMON COUNCILERS  MAYORS  SCOTCH GUARDS
   CONSTABLES  MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT SPECIAL CONSTABLES
   CORONERS  MILITARY*  SURVEYORS
   DIRECTORS OF THE POOR  MILITIA  TOWN COUNCILERS
   GRAND JURIES  MINISTERS  YEOMANRY
   GUARDIANS OF THE POOR OVERSEEERS OF THE POOR

   and others of essentially similar position.

   As public committees we are considering:

   IMPROVEMENT COMMISSIONS  SELECT VESTRIES
   LIVERYs  TOWN MEETINGS
   POLICE COMMISSIONS  VESTRIES

   and other essentially similar organizations.

   *Military: Cavalry, Infantry, Dragoons, Hussars, Marines, Blues, Greys.
As segments of the *citizenry* we are considering:

FREEHOLDERS  LANDOWNERS  PARISIONERS
HOUSEHOLDERS  LEYPAYERS  RATEPAYERS
INHABITANTS  OCCUPIERS  TITHEPAYERS

and essentially similar collections of people.

One day we may well want to analyze the actions of public committees, of segments of the citizenry, and of other groups (such as members of particular crafts, associations, age-sex groups or families) separately. For the present, the crucial distinction separates officers from all the rest. Officers often appear as parties in contentious gatherings involving public committees, segments of the citizenry and/or other groups. But the only circumstances under which their concerted action qualifies by itself is when they take part in a group of ten or more persons who, on their own responsibility, assemble to make a publicly visible claim, demand or complaint.

**AS CITIZENS WE ARE CONSIDERING EVERYONE ELSE.**

Gather same place. Ten or more persons, meeting or assembling, or any of the key words used on page 15 to define a gathering. Place may be a(n):

a) specific location (church, inn, field);

b) secondary location (town, parish, city);

c) area location (county, hundred, etc.);

or any combination of these.

**Visible claims affecting interests of some specific persons or groups.** At one time or another we use all the following words to describe what we're after: claims, demands, complaints, grievances, aspirations, interests, dissatisfaction. Some of these words, such as "demands", clearly have an object outside the group. Others, like "dissatisfactions", do not necessarily have outside objects; one can easily be dissatisfied with oneself. We want to focus on actions which do have a target outside the acting group. These are claims and objects of claims. What we are trying to do is to compile a sample of gatherings in which, or by which, people articulate claims on actors outside their own group.

What sorts of claims? Basically, any expectation which would, if realized, require the other actor to expend valued resources: money, labor, power, information, and so on. What sorts of actors? Basically, any other set of real people. That excludes a group's claims on itself. It also excludes a group's claims on supernatural or imaginary beings. It does not, however, exclude claims on an imaginary "power structure", if the group identifies some real people with that structure. Nor does it exclude claims on real people in their capacities as self-declared agents of supernatural beings or imaginary groups; e.g., priests, soothsayers, charlatans, or members of invented conspiracies. It does not exclude claims on real people present at the same gathering, just so long as there is a well-defined separation between actors and objects which is not simply an internal division of the acting group and which is more durable than the gathering itself. In fact, "any other set of real people" does not exclude any individual anywhere, just so long as there is a gathering in which enough people articulate claims on that individual.

When describing the possible content of such claims, we enumerate:

a) mention of a claim on another group's power or resources;

b) petitioning, addressing or memorializing local or national government, either in opposition or support of something;

c) opposition or support for government policy, a governmental body, or agents of a government;

d) support for an enemy of government, e.g., France;

e) control of local government or institution, e.g., police or vestry;
f) other grievances and dissatisfactions, including religious, social or economic issues, discussions of complaints about wages, hours or conditions of work.

Here are some rules of thumb for the identification of qualifying and non-qualifying claims:

1. In the absence of contradictory information, collective violence constitutes *prima facie* evidence of a claim. If ten or more persons act together to attack, damage or forcibly seize a person or object, that is provisional evidence of a claim.

2. Even if the ultimate aim of the activity is the making of some sort of claim, purely organizational efforts do not qualify in themselves. For example, the creation of a local Reform Association does not in itself constitute a claim. If, on the other hand, ten or more persons state a qualifying claim as they organize an association, that claim counts and the event qualifies.

3. Benefit suppers, balls, expositions and the like do not qualify in themselves, regardless of the cause for which they are conducted. If, however, we acquire further evidence of the making of a claim (e.g., a claim-making proclamation by the organizers of the benefit, or a widely-cheered claim-making speech in the course of the event), that benefit qualifies in the same way any other gathering qualifies.

4. A speech by a single person which states a claim, articulates a grievance or makes a demand constitutes evidence of a collective claim under any of these conditions: a) the group formally adopts the speaker's views by petition, resolution or memorial; b) the reporter explicitly imputes approval of the claim to the participants in the gathering; c) the group manifestly voices an opinion by cheering, jeering or other vocal display.

5. If a gathering includes two or more factions, at least one of them must have ten or more participants in order to qualify. Further, claims made by one of the factions on another must extend beyond the particular gathering and beyond the particular set of participants. For example, when Henry Hunt and his supporters show up at a parish vestry meeting and challenge the powers of the local elite to control the election of new vestry officers, the division extends beyond that meeting and the claim qualifies.

6. Explicit support for government, or denial of support to government, qualifies. It can take the form of support for institutions (Parliament, the present government, the constitution) or of support for specific officers of government: the aldermen, bailiffs, beadle, boroughreeve, and so on, listed earlier. It can also take the form of deliberate denial of support for these institutions or officers. The institutions and officers must be currently in office; for example, a celebration banquet for a member-elect of Parliament does not in itself qualify. Evidence of such support or denial includes: a) participation in events, including celebrations and festivities whose commonly understood purpose is the display of support, e.g., Lord Mayor's Day parade; b) the reporter's imputation of support or rejection; c) articulation of a sentiment through cheering, jeering, and so on. However, simple toasts (e.g., "to the King") do not qualify by themselves, even if participants cheer.

7. Gatherings explicitly conducted to support or condemn an action of government state qualifying claims if and when the participants themselves articulate sentiments. This can be done by pass-
8. Simple expressions of support or rejection do not qualify if the objects are: a) non-governmental institutions or officers in Britain or elsewhere; b) governmental institutions or officers outside Britain. If a gathering makes further claims on either of these categories of objects, however, the claims qualify. For example, a banquet in honor of the deposed king of Spain would not qualify unless the participants directly stated the demand that he be reinstated.

9. Court Crowds: Articulated sentiment for or against an officer acting in an official capacity qualifies the event. A verdict decided by a jury (non-officers) would disqualify the event, while articulated sentiment towards one handed down by a judge (officer) qualifies.

10. Elections: Gatherings and meetings in support of particular candidates sometimes qualify as a contentious gathering. The event should be considered routine electioneering (thus no claim is made) unless support, cheering, etc. are directed towards a candidate running for re-election; that is, one who, at the time of the election, is an office holder. Office holders-elect are not considered officers.

11. Wardmotes: Wardmotes are meetings of parishioners. More often than not, a wardmote is held to elect local officials. In addition to our rule of thumb for elections, a wardmote qualifies as a contentious gathering if the meeting resolves thanks to an official.

BOUNDARIES OF CONTENTIOUS GATHERINGS

Most CGs will occur on one day at one location. Many, however, will last longer and/or will take place at several sites, so we must delineate boundaries in time and space. Activities will be considered to be part of the same CG if:

1. they occur on the same day, or on consecutive days, and;
2. there is strong evidence of overlapping personnel within the citizen formation(s), such as contentious interaction between two or more of the formations identified in the initial activity, and;
3. the activities involve the same issue, or some directly related issue (e.g., the escalation of demands).

Activities that meet the above criteria will be defined as one CG even though they occur in different locations (e.g., different towns).

If an event qualifies on the grounds of the kind of action and kind of group involved, but we lack sufficient information to assign it a time and place in Britain between 1828 and 1834, we exclude the event pending further information. If only one of these elements—time or place—is uncertain, we include the event pending further information.

"HOLD"

The "HOLD" file is a temporary storage arrangement for dubious events. Assembly files are arranged in order of year from right to left. Vertically, each year will be in the following order: top drawer, "CONTENTIOUS GATHERINGS" (CGs); second drawer, "HOLD"; third drawer, "NON-QUALIFYING" (NQ). In the final stage of assembly, only the CG and NQ files will remain. Preliminary sifting through the HOLD file begins at the end of each quarter (three months) of the year being assembled. Final sorting and dissolution of all HOLD events takes place at the end of the last quarter.
When a quarter of a year has been assembled and logged, begin a preliminary sorting through the HOLD file. Try to match HOLD articles with logged events. Many HOLD articles will either match directly with, or provide background for, logged events. Write the full event number in the boxes on top of each matching coversheet. Write "BACKGROUND" directly under the event number boxes when applicable. Always review the event carefully to be sure that the HOLD does match with the CG. Place matching coversheets with the logged event and return to the CG drawer.

The next step is to review the remaining articles carefully. Occasionally qualifying factors were overlooked. Match all corresponding articles in the HOLD file and clip them together; then review the event as a whole. Note that it is not unusual to find that data necessary for qualifying an event can only be found in a group of articles.

A group of HOLD articles may also provide sufficient evidence to NQ an event. Be sure to fill out a green form briefly stating why you think the event should be NQ. Give all NQ events to your supervisors. NEVER PLACE A NEW ARTICLE IN THE NQ FILE WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL OF A SUPERVISOR.

All remaining articles will be returned to the HOLD file until the last quarter of the year has been assembled. Then each HOLD and NQ event will be carefully reviewed and sorted. At this point, all remaining HOLD events will be assigned to the CG or NQ files.

GENERAL AGENDA FOR CODING

After the microfilm readers have enumerated coversheets for events in the newspapers and other sources, the photocopies of those events are produced. Then all the like accounts are assembled into a "dossier" for each event. Added to the dossier are such items as identification numbers, place name information, and starting date. Qualifying and non-qualifying events are separated and the qualifying events are arranged in chronological order by date of occurrence. Then coding editors enumerate the "formations" and "action-phases" (see explanations below) for each qualifying event.

Finally, the questionnaires* for each event need to be completed by coders. When complete, each dossier will contain: 1) a green coversheet for the event; 2) blue formations enumeration forms (information regarding all formations is contained on this form); 3) one or more yellow action-phase enumeration forms (likewise, this information is transcribed in coding); and 4) any coversheets and photocopies from the six standard sources that pertain to the event.

Below is listed a provisional set of plans for the preparation of a machine-readable description of each CG. The record for a single event will contain the following sections in the questionnaire:

1. EVENT: as a whole, including identification and summary descriptions of all major features;
2. FORMATION: one unit per formation participating in the event;
3. ACTION-PHASES: one unit per action by any formation;
4. PLACE: one unit per place in which the event occurred;
5. SOURCE: one unit per source from which information concerning this event was drawn;
6. COMMENTS: one unit per comment, all keyed to specific locations in sections 1-5;
7. INFORMATION: general comments on event as a whole.

* Basically, the questionnaire is just a simplified set of questions that must be answered, using the information provided in the photocopies of the event. The burden of proof for any answer lies with the accounts, not in inference.
1. EVENT SECTION

Placed here is summary information covering the event as a whole. The information is obtained by asking the following questions:

1. CC ID 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>spaces 1-3</th>
<th>last three digits of year: 828, 829</th>
<th>= 1828, 1829</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>month: 01 = January; 12 = December; 00 = unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>day of month: 01-31; 00 = unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>sequence number: 01-99 = number assigned to the event in the log for this particular date. The log book is a chronological list for all enumerated events. There is a separate volume for each year.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The date is our best estimate of the day on which the contentious gathering began. The event begins at the first point at which at least ten of the people who eventually make the visible claim which qualifies the event are gathered without further dispersal before they make the claim. The day begins at midnight. If, for instance, a group of eleven workers gathers in front of their employer's house at 11 p.m. on 27 August and remains there until beginning to shout demands at 1 a.m. on 28 August, the contentious gathering begins on 27 August. If it is the first event enumerated on that date, and the year is 1829, the ID number is 829 08 27 01.

Search the account(s) to see if an exact starting date is reported or strongly implied. If not, use the following rules of thumb:

If the source is a daily newspaper, use the day prior to the newspaper's date of publication, and make a judgment as to how many weeks earlier the event could have occurred: within one week, within two weeks, and so on.

2. Day of Event. Check the box that corresponds to the correct day of the week the CG began.

3. Accuracy of Starting Date.

Choices: a) exact; b) approximate, within ____ weeks.

The editor will make a provisional determination of the starting date's accuracy, and note it on the cover sheet. If you agree with the editor's assignment of a starting date, but disagree with the editor's judgment of the date's accuracy, enter your own estimate and write a COMMENT.

4. Date Event Ends. If the event is one day or less in length, check the "Same as start" box; otherwise, place an approximate date in the other box. If the date the event ends is not the same as the starting date and an exact date is known, e.g., January 3, 1828, cross off "Approx., w/in" and place the date the event ends in the box provided, e.g., 828-01-03.

5. Duration. One day or less = 01. If unable to ascertain duration, use NA (no information). Check the "Guess" box if your estimate is not based on textual information contained in the articles. The same conventions
hold true for hours of duration. "01" is standard for meetings unless the reports provide specific evidence of longer duration.

6. **Type of Event.** The editor should have this information listed on the event coversheet. Just transcribe it.

7. **Major Issue or Claim.** This pertains to the event as a whole; for example, reform, Catholic emancipation, or poaching. If all formations present take similar positions toward the issue, record that position, e.g., "For Catholic Emancipation". If the formations are clearly divided over the issue, record that, e.g., "Catholic Emancipation Pro vs. Con".

8. **Location.** List here all places the action occurs. Include specific places, such as inns or street locations, parishes, cities, towns and counties when available.

9. **Location Code #s.** Leave blank.

10. **Sources.** Check the boxes that will note all the different sources that are represented in the event. Looking at the coversheet will give you that information.

11 & 12. **Total Participants.** If exact figures are given in the accounts, then use them. Use the three categories of "Low", "High", and "Best Guess". Be sure to check the area under $12 that notes how the figures in the boxes were derived. If the only information given is vague, e.g., "very numerous meeting", do not attempt to guess specific numbers: check the box "Impossible to Judge"; check "Other" under "How determined"; and in the box at the right put the words which describe the meeting, e.g., "very numerous", etc. In cases where the numerical terms apply to one formation only, e.g., "mob", insert QW0 (qualifying word only) in the box next to "Other". The word "mob" will then be included on line 9 of the formation sheet.

13-16. **Person-Days/Person-Hours.** Person-hours represents the time that persons who are physically present at the CC spend in the course of the event. Persons who are not physically present during the CC contribute no person-hours to the total. In the absence of better information, calculate person-hours for a given formation by multiplying:

\[ \text{Estimated Number of Persons} \times \text{Estimated Duration of this Formation} = \text{Estimated Participation Person-Hours} \]

In absence of better information, calculate a conservative margin of error:

\[
\frac{\text{Highest Plausible Person-Hours}}{\text{Lowest Plausible Person-Hours}} = \text{Margin of Error}
\]

If, for example, you are coding a formation which you estimate to include 200-300 people (250 ± 50), whose participation you estimate as lasting two to four hours (3 ± 1), you may calculate:

A) 250 Persons x 3 Hours = 750 Person-Hours

B) \[
\frac{\text{Estimated Person-Hours}}{\text{Margin of Error}} = \frac{750}{400} = 1.875 \text{ Person-Hours}^2
\]

Often your information will allow you to be more precise. For instance, you may have clear indications that, of about 250 formation members, roughly 50 participated for 3 hours and the other 200 for less than one hour. A plausible summary would be:

\[
(50 \times 3) + (200 \times 1) = 350 \text{ Person-Hours}; \text{ Margin of Error:} 100 \text{ Person-Hours}
\]
30. Use whatever temporal information is in the account (for instance, a report that the gathering took place "in the evening") to set rough limits on duration. Where the basis for the estimate is slim, simply assign a large margin of error. If there is no reasonable way to estimate duration and/or participants, however, do not hesitate to check "Impossible to Judge". For instance, if Parliament is a formation which figures in, the exact number of members who are actually participating will usually be impossible to determine.

Note: Any part of an hour expended by a person counts as a full person-hour. If the event lasted for less than one calendar day, the estimate of person-days will be 00.

17-24. Arrests, Wounded, and Killed. These sections are provided to make note of any consequences of the contentious gathering. If the account(s) denote any of these activities as occurring, place the correct numbers in the boxes; add a margin of comment if the accounts do not give exact information. If the event is a violent gathering, yet no woundings or arrests, etc. are specifically mentioned, or numbers are impossible to judge, check "Impossible to Judge". If the account gives no information about arrests, woundings, killings, etc. and the event is not a violent gathering, place 00 in boxes 17-24.

25-28. Assembler-Coder, etc. Transcribe the assembler's name and date from the event coversheet. Enter your four-part ID # (consisting of your three initials and an assigned number) and today's date in block 26. Leave the other two numbers blank.

29. Section Coded. After you complete coding each section, check off the corresponding box here. This will enable us to be sure at a glance that each part of the questionnaire has been completed.
30. **Total Number of Formations.** Count the number enumerated on the enclosed form #77-1 and enter it in the box.

31. **Formations Participating Directly in Event.** This number is derived by subtracting the absent formations enumerated from the total number of formations enumerated for the event. The number on line 31 should reflect all formations that were physically present within the time limits of the event. Bystanders who make no claim should not be included in box 31; other enumerated formations that are not present, e.g., Parliament, are not included in box 31.

2. **FORMATION SECTION**

One unit per formation known to be present. Every participant must be assigned to at least one formation. So must every action. If we know some action occurred but can't assign it to a specific formation, we create a formation named SOMEONE. There may be more than one SOMEONE; in that case, we name them SOMEONE 1, SOMEONE 2. . .

A formation is a set of people who act together and/or interact with another formation in the course of the event. The first formation named must have 10+ members. We divide the remainder into as few formations as possible: generally one formation for each set of people who act distinguishably in the course of the event.

**IDENTIFYING FORMATIONS INSTRUCTIONS.** One of the first tasks in coding the event is to identify how many formations were present throughout the confines of the contentious gathering. The question is: how many formations are there in this event? In enumerating formations, we use this line of reasoning: Some set of people makes the claim which qualifies the event in the first place. What sort of claim? Basically, any expectation which would, if realized, require the other actor(s) to expend valued re-

sources: money, labor, power, information, and so on. What sort of actors? Basically any set (a set may be one person) of people.

The following approach should facilitate the process of enumerating formations. First, skim over the article(s) to familiarize yourself with the actors participating in the event. Next, jot down a rough list of the actors present during the event. Use the GBS Formations Enumeration Form, but leave plenty of space between names to allow for revisions. Third, revise the list carefully to make sure that it corresponds with our rules. If any formations remain elusive or confusing, be sure to note them and consult your supervisor.

All events will have at least two formations. The set of persons making a claim comprises one single formation unless we have strong evidence to the contrary per our definitions provided below. The formation makes a claim on some other set of people. Those other people (one or more) were not necessarily present at the gathering. The set of people on whom a claim was made always counts as a separate formation.

**Formation One:** Every contentious gathering will have at least one set of ten or more persons making a claim (see CLAIMS) that originally qualified the event. In some cases, more than one set of persons make different claims. When this occurs, simply choose one of these sets and label it **Formation #1.** The purpose of this is to begin your list at an obvious point; uniform numbering of formations will occur during the action-phase stage of coding. Note that the ten-or-more-persons criterion applies only to the first formation on your list; thereafter, "claim" will refer to its general usage. That is why it is important to give some thought to your choice of a first formation.
**Formation Two.** The second formation on your list will always be the set of persons to whom the claim of Formation One directs its claim. Write the name of this formation in the "Object of Action" column.

**Subsequent Formation(s).** Subsequent formations may have the above qualities and may in addition:

1. be less than ten persons;
2. overlap with Formation One or Formation Two;
3. be a subset of Formation One or Formation Two;
4. have no relationship other than presence to the first two formations.

Subsequent formations are identified as being somehow apart from the first two formations on your list or from other formations, because they include at least one of the following characteristics:

1. they are identified by observer(s) or reporter(s) as having a distinctly different name and making a distinctively different claim than other formations;
2. they are the object of another formation's claim;
3. they take a distinctively different action than other formations;
4. they, as a subset of another formation, start or stop making a claim at a distinctively different point in time from the others;
5. they, as a subset of another formation, start or stop being the object of a claim at a distinctively different point in time from the others;
6. however similar to another formation, they are geographically separate from the others.

These rules will help you sort out the various formations on your preliminary list. Subdividing formations into two or more formations can only be done in accordance with our rules. Again, when a formation does not seem to fit our rules, note it to your supervisor.

**Bystanders.** After subdividing formations, there will often be a set (or even several sets) of persons who do not fit the claim-object pattern. In many cases those people present acted only as witnesses or bystanders present during any phase of the event. The sets of persons will fall into a separate formation labeled "Bystanders" unless they have otherwise received another name from the reporter(s) or observer(s) of the event. We only enumerate such a formation when our sources contain positive evidence of its presence.

Having listed and subdivided the various formations, review your revised list carefully before going on. Make sure the list includes all formations possible per our instructions, that the list is legibly correct in the placement of formations in one (or more) of the three columns, and that the event number is clearly written at the top of the Formations Enumeration Form.

**GENERAL RULES.** Any formation that does not actually participate in the event, unless it is the object of a claim, will usually be an optional formation.

When the object of a claim is not a person, e.g., a law, then the set of people, e.g., Parliament, Home Office, making or enforcing the law will generally be the object of the claim.

When there exists an account differential, include the information that can be documented. Be conservative, and in cases of this type, have your supervisor review the newspaper accounts.

We will enumerate as a formation any persons who convene a meeting if there is a "difference" between convenors and those who participate in the meeting and make the claim, e.g., the mayor who calls an election (voting).
to order and acts as its M.C.

Any member(s) of a formation who make(s) rhetorical flourishes during an event will not become a separate formation, unless he/she/they make(s) a new claim.

An actor will be enumerated separately only if there is no conclusive proof that he/she is part of another formation.

Optional formations that act before or after the event, and that are subgroups of a larger formation, will not split the formation(s) acting during the event; e.g., poachers who are arrested after the event do not take their own formation but are part of the initial larger group of poachers. However, if a single formation splits during the event to become two groups with different actions, they will be enumerated separately, and their formation number before they split will actually be two numbers, for instance, 02 + 03.

SPECIAL NOTES. Meetings. Most meetings will have only two or three formations: the group calling the meeting and the objects of their claims. Things like internal divisions, arguing, cheering, and booing do not extend beyond the meeting itself. The claim must be more durable than the meeting itself.

Any meeting that has more than the above stated scenario, please see your supervisor: e.g., 818 02 11 01:

Meeting, Leicester, regarding corn laws; three formations:
01 Persons of the working class (present)
02 Parliament (not present, object of claim)
03 Church of England

That is all. Do not try to make up any more.

VIOLENT EVENTS. Most are simply two formation types, e.g.: 1) poachers, and 2) gamekeepers. If someone is shot/injured or killed and the action goes in another location and time, then this/these person(s) stop(s) being the object of a claim and is another formation. But again the proof is in the account; it must say so; no inferences.

ELECTIONS. Voicing support for a candidate is prima facie evidence of a claim, e.g., making a speech at an election in favor of candidate "A". In the absence of support, more explicit information is needed than just general dissatisfaction to qualify the person as a separate formation, e.g., claims that would carry outside the specific election gathering.

CODING INSTRUCTIONS. One section (three pages) must be completed for each formation listed on the "Formations Enumeration Sheet 77-1" included with the event. Begin by placing your coder ID number in the top box.

1. Event ID. Input the nine-digit ID number located on the top of the event coversheet form 76-3.

2. Total of Formations. List in this box the sum total of all the formations listed on form 77-1. This will also be the total number of formation sections you will complete.

3. Number of Formations, Summary Name. The first box requires the ID number of the formation being coded in this section. Box #2 is the name the editor has given this formation. Transcribe both from the 77-1 form.

4. Overlaps. If any of this formation's members were part of another formation at any time, place in the boxes the ID number(s) of the other formation(s).

5. Relationship to CG. This answer can be gotten from form 77-1; the heading under which the formation is listed will give its relationship. If questions arise, make a comment (see section C comments) and contact your supervisor. If you have a formation which is the object of a claim but not present at the event, check "Other" and write "object of claim not present" in the box.
at the right. Similarly, if the formation is the object of a claim and some members are present at the event, while others are not present, indicate this in the "Other" section, i.e., "object of a claim, some participating, some not present".

6. Names. If the account(s) give(s) this formation any name other than the one used in §3 as its summary name, list them in the boxes provided. For a one-person formation, include all names given to this formation on line 6; i.e., if the summary name of this formation is the mayor, his proper name will appear in line 6 and line 7. If the summary name for this formation is Mr. Williams, include his name again on lines 6 and 7.

7. Individual Names. If the account(s) give(s) names of single actors within the formation, whether they be given names like "John Bird" or descriptive names like "the evil bossman", write them in the boxes provided. Individual names of formation members should appear on line 7 even if they appear on line 6, and/or they are the summary name of the formation. In a regular formation, individual names and additional qualifying information should be recorded on this line, e.g., Mr. Williams, M.P., chairman, or Mr. Williams of London.

8. Normal Residence. Again, if the account gives information on the place of residence of this formation, fill in the appropriate boxes. If a reasonable guess can be made, use parentheses around the words to note it's a guess. Again, don't be afraid to use "no information". Note: Parliament is always "no info". If more than one location is given as the normal residence of this formation (for example, inhabitants of Mary-le-bonne and St. Luke's), do not record this information under "Specific Places", "Town", "Parish", or "County". Check "Other" and write "see comment".

Write a comment to the effect that a multiple residence is given.

9. Numerical/Geographic Extent. Here we want words given in the account that provide us with some knowledge of the size of this formation—such things as "filled the square" or "many hundreds". If none appears, check the "None" box. If you have a one-person formation, place "someone", "Mr. Williams", etc. in box #1 of this item.

10. Specific Number. Here simply answer the questions "yes" or "no". If "yes", give the wording in the article(s). Separate multiple reports by means of a slash (/). If you have a one-person formation, check "yes", and write "one person" or "one name" in the box at the right.

11. Estimate of People. These boxes are designed to help us get a set of numbers that describes the numerical content of the formation. If exact numbers are given, fill in all the boxes with the same number. If there are differing accounts of numbers, use those. If making an educated guess, try to balance the figures.

12. Source of Guess. Here simply tell how you arrived at the figures used above. If you have a one-person formation, check "Word(s) in Text" and the information in the account which indicated number: "someone", "Mr. Thompson".

13-14. Person-Days/Person-Hours. The number of person-days is the estimated number of days the event in in progress, multiplied by the estimated number of people in the formation (best guess). If the event lasted for less than one day, i.e., 24 hours, the estimate of person-days will be 00*. The estimate of person-hours is

* Ignore boxes to the right of items 13 and 14; also, under item 15, fifth box, ignore second half of sentence reading "NA exact amount of hours . . ."
the estimated number of hours in which the formation participated, multiplied by the estimated number of people in that formation. You should figure your margin of error (which is the margin of error for both people and days/hours multiplied together) so that, at the lowest estimate, there are still ten people participating in the event. When you are unable to determine the number of days, hours, or people (for instance, if Parliament is a formation which figures in, the exact number of members who are actually participating will be impossible to determine), write "NA" in boxes 13 and 14.

15. Source of Estimate. Tell how you made the person-days/hours choices. Check "Impossible to Judge" only if you have NA in either box 13 or 14. Check "Dates in text make it clear less than one day" only if you have a specific number of participants, and some information exists in the account that the event began and ended on the same day.

16. Consequences. If any members of this formation were arrested, wounded, or killed, give the number. If some were but you can't tell how many, check "Can't Tell". If zero, check "None"; then give your reason for making that choice. If the event was a violent gathering and the text implies that perhaps someone was injured, but specific information is not stated (e.g., "stones were thrown"), under "Wounded" you would check "Can't Tell". Under "Basis of Estimate", check "In Text"; and in the box provided under "From", write "stones were thrown". In some cases you may have to infer violence (e.g., "the dragoons were called in"), and in that case check "Inferred" under "Basis of Estimate".
Formation Section P, F-2

Individual names mentioned in account(s):

11. (continued)
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

If more than 20 names, use another page.

The normal residence of this formation is:

\[ \square \text{No information given, can't guess residence.} \]

Specific place: 

Town: 

Parish: 

County: 

Other: 

Use parentheses if making a guess.

Words in account(s) describing numerical and/or geographic extent of this formation:

None

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Do the accounts report a specific number (approximate or exact) for this formation?

\[ \square \text{No} \]

\[ \square \text{Yes} \]

\[ \square \text{Yes, multiple reports} \]

Your estimates of the number of people in this formation:

\[ \square \text{Low} \]

\[ \square \text{High} \]

Best guess:

12. Source(s) of your best guess:

\[ \square \text{Couldn't guess} \]

\[ \square \text{Number(s) in text} \]

\[ \square \text{Word(s) in text} \]

\[ \square \text{Other How} \]

Your estimate of the number of person-days in this formation:

00 = Impossible to judge.

01 = CC less than 1 day

Your estimate of the number of person-hours in this formation:

00 = Impossible to judge.

01 = CC less than 1 hr.

Source of your estimate:

\[ \square \text{Impossible to judge (must be 00,00 above)} \]

\[ \square \text{Number in text} \]

\[ \square \text{Word(s) in text} \]

\[ \square \text{Other How} \]

Dates in text make it clear less than one day. NA exact amount of hours: must be 01-00 above.

How many numbers of this formation were:

\[ \square \text{Can't tell} \]

\[ \square \text{None} \]

\[ \square \text{In text} \]

\[ \square \text{Inferred from} \]

\[ \square \text{From} \]

Arrested?

Wounded?

Killed?

Any other word(s) in account(s) describing this formation? None
17. Other Words. Finally, if the account(s) give(s) any more words that describe this formation, fill them in here.

Note: Any part of an hour expended by a person counts as a full person-hour.

3. ACTION-PHASES SECTION

ACTION-PHASES ENUMERATION INSTRUCTIONS. Loosely speaking, the action-phases add up to a narrative of the contentious gathering from the viewpoint of an observer who is mainly interested in the concerted making of claims. Since we also distinguish formations on the basis of the making and receiving of claims, the enumeration of formations and of action-phases depends on each other—and must be consistent with each other.

A new action-phase begins whenever any formation:

1. begins to make a claim;
2. begins a new response to a claim;
3. visibly ceases a response to a claim;
4. visibly ceases to make a claim;
5. changes location;
6. changes personnel.

If two or more formations make the same change at the same time, a single new action-phase begins; it simply has more than one actor. If two or more formations make different changes at the same time—for example, one begins to make a new claim, and the other begins to respond to that claim—two or more simultaneous action phases occur. We handle the sequence in this way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronological Order</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distinct Times</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Group A and B arrive on the scene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Group A and B attack group C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>Group C defends itself.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you know something happened but can find no way to put it into the chronological order, give it a sequence code of 00:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronological Order</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>09</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Police break up demonstrators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>09</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>Demonstrators flee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>00</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Spectators wounded by flying glass.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Action-phases may occur before the contentious gathering begins. That gives you a chance to record preparations and background events involving the basic formations. The contentious gathering itself consists of one or more distinct action-phases. Further action-phases may occur after the CG ends. There you have a chance to record consequences and relevant later events. Note when the phase occurred (i.e., before/during/after) by checking the box in the "Detail" section of yellow form 77-2.

Start your analysis with a rough list of phases of action, using the six rules: makes a claim, responds to a claim, stops making a claim, stops responding, changes location, changes personnel. Then identify every formation which changes action at each phase. List the formations involved in each phase, and see whether you have to create simultaneous action-phases to describe their changes of action. In general, every formation you enumerated earlier should appear in at least one action-phase, and every formation you coded earlier as participating directly in the CG should appear...
in at least one of the action-phases within the CG itself.

Start each form by filling in the event number, your name and today's date. Then begin with the first action-phase; label it 01 01 and record the number codes of all formations involved in each phase. Next, describe the phase with general terms in narrative form. Summaries and inferences are only permissible in the "General Description" section of each phase and sequence. The "Detail" section is reserved for direct-quote descriptions of each and every action-phase and sequence. Remember, at all times, the burden of proof of all action-phases rests upon the textual accounts. This proof must be supported with direct quotations, however brief, for each and every choice. Use only the most pertinent quotes when articles are excessively long or detailed.

When you have exhausted the sequence possibilities of your 01 action-phase, begin on the 02 action-phase and repeat the process. To keep track of each sequence of an action-phase, write the action-phase number in the "Phase Sequence" column, followed by the sequence number.

Below is a short example of how action-phases were recorded for event 0828-01-28-03, the "Fusileers Brawl": The formations are 01, Fusileers; 02, Citizens ("George Wiltshire and two other men"); 03, More Soldiers; 04, Officials ("officer of the guard and the constable"); 05, Someone (arrestor of soldier).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORMATION NAME THAT MAKES A CLAIM</th>
<th>CLAIM IT MAKES</th>
<th>FORMATION THAT IS OBJECT OF THE CLAIM</th>
<th>WHAT OTHER RELATIONSHIP DOES THIS FORMATION HAVE TO THE CG?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 1 soldiers: 30+</td>
<td>Violence</td>
<td>0 2 Wiltshire and two others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 3 more soldiers</td>
<td>Violence</td>
<td>0 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 4 officer and constable</td>
<td>Quelling riot</td>
<td>0 1 + 0 1 soldiers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 5 someone</td>
<td>take 01 into custody</td>
<td>0 1 a soldier (part of 01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event ID: 8 2 8 0 8 0 1 8 8 0 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enumerator</th>
<th>Master</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Sequence</td>
<td>Formations</td>
<td>General Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td><strong>GENERAL DESCRIPTION:</strong> George Wiltshire, two other men went into a public house. The soldier insisted it was an intentional insult.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>01</td>
<td><strong>GENERAL DESCRIPTION:</strong> argument over foot-trampling. Wiltshire, by accident, trod upon the foot of one of the Soldiers. The soldier insisted it was an intentional insult.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td><strong>GENERAL DESCRIPTION:</strong> general uproar. A general uproar ensued.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>01</td>
<td><strong>GENERAL DESCRIPTION:</strong> Not thinking their party sufficiently strong, the soldiers sent for a number of their companions from an adjoining room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>01</td>
<td><strong>GENERAL DESCRIPTION:</strong> A desperate scuffle took place in which Wiltshire had his head laid open.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*General Description:* Not thinking their party sufficiently strong, the soldiers sent for a number of their companions from an adjoining room.
ACTION-PHASES SECTION "A". This form is basically a "cleaned-up" version of the action-phase enumeration form. The coding editor has already set out the action-phases for you. Review them by reading the article and seeing if any important information is being omitted. Bring questions to your supervisor's attention. Your task is to transcribe the rough work of the editor on these coding forms in a clean, readable way.

1. **Numbers.** Event ID and coder numbers are to be added to the boxes on the top. Number the first sheet 01, the second 02, and so on. Then copy the phase and sequence numbers in these two boxes, two digits per box.

2. **Formations.** List the formations involved in the phase. Again, just transcribe the number from the editor's form.

3. **General Description.** This contains the basic idea of what happened in the phase. This description must contain the formation numbers. Example: 01 attacks 02; 04 watches.

4. **Detail.** This box should contain a description of the action that is worded as closely as possible to the actual text. Enclose a wording with " " when quoting directly; with ( ) when noting an inference; and with a circle when commenting personally. When no markings appear around the wording, that will indicate a summary.

5. Repeat these steps for each action-phase listed on the enumeration sheet. If you need more than one sheet, obtain it from the appropriate drawer in 216A. Be sure to fill in the box the total number used. If only one form is used, write "I" in the box.

6. Write B ("before"), D ("during"), or A ("after") in the upper right-hand corner of the right-hand box. This information should be indicated by a check in the small row of boxes on the right-hand column of the action-phase sheet included with the event you are coding.
Remember to use " " for direct quotes from report; ( ) for inferences; a circle for personal comments; and clear, unmarked wording for summaries and paraphrases. For example, if inferring a meeting from the phrase, "Friendly Society held at . . .", enter (01 meets).

**ACTION-PHASES SPECIAL NOTES.** Resolutions have only one action-phase unless they make distinctly different claims, in which case there is a separate action phase for each resolution that makes a new claim.

Historical flourishings made by a member of a formation do not warrant separate action-phases, e.g., as in election speeches.

**Trials after the event.** Try to limit "trial" information to one general action-phase.

**Inferences.** You may not infer that, for example, a meeting was opened or that poaching occurred prior to the qualifying event unless the account specifically mentions it. This rule applies to any situation where the account does not give detail for an implied action.

**PLACE NAME SECTION**

One unit per place in which the action occurred. A "place" is any named location, plus any unnamed location in which we have strong reason to believe that some portion of the action occurred. We produce a unit for "someplace" in two circumstances: 1) we cannot locate the action in at least one specific parish; 2) we have strong reason to believe that some portion of the action occurred outside the places for which the account contains specific names. A "name" can be very general: "by the river", "on the road", "at the market", and so on.

**Initial Coding.** Principal name of place, alphabetic. Parish name takes priority. If it is impossible, name county; if county is impossible, country. Enclose inferred locations in parentheses. Thus OXFORD means the account specifically mentions Oxford; and (OXFORD) means that we have
inferred the location from the account or its context.

Detailed name of place, alphabetic. Blank if we have a parish name and no other place information. SOMEPLACE if the principal place is a county or a country (England, Scotland, Wales) and we have no further information on location within the county or country. A more specific designation, such as "near Norwich" (in parentheses if inferred), takes precedence over SOMEPLACE. SOMEPLACE ELSE for additional places not specifically named.

Coding after Alphabetic Sort of Place Sections. Sequence number for grid square location: 0 if some portion definitely took place in this grid square location but no specific location within square is known; 1 to 0 if one of a cluster of one to nine possible continuous grid square locations used to describe irregular shapes, e.g., a street, town, riverbank, road.

Note: This means that a single place record may contain one to nine subrecords for grid square location.

Grid square location per Ordnance Survey Gazetteer of Great Britain: two letters plus six spaces;
Vertical location within 1K grid square: * if not known, 0 to 9 if known;
Horizontal location within 1K grid square: * if not known, 0 to 9 if known;
Margin of error for grid square location;
Location in British census of 1831: nine digits.

Note on the Place Section: This is not the only information on places that we will eventually have available for analysis. We plan to construct a separate Place File including at least all parishes in which events occurred and all counties, whether or not events occurred in them. The addition of further places, if any, will depend on cost, convenience and analytic urgency. The likely items of information in such a file are:

name of administrative unit (parish, etc.);
proper name of the place;
position within administrative hierarchy: parish, hundred, county, etc.;
grid square location per Gazetteer;
location in 1831 census;
population in 1831;
other characteristics of that place: presence or absence of market, extent of manufacturing, etc.;
characteristics of specific location within that place: inn, church, public square, shop, etc.;
enumeration of all events occurring in that place.

PLACE NAME SECTION CODING INSTRUCTIONS. Begin by writing the event ID number and your coder number in the top two boxes.

Next, fill out one box for each place in which the event occurred.
In box A list the parish, city, and county. This information should be listed on the green event coversheet form 76-3. If it is not, consult your supervisor. In box B give the more detailed place information, such as "King's Arms Tavern" or "Guildhall, Fleet Street".

If there are missing data, such as a parish, town or city with no county name, write a comment to that effect. See "Comment Section 'C'". If the reports do not name the geographic unit, but its identity is clear from the context, e.g., "London Tavern, in the Strand", place the name of the unit in parentheses, e.g., (London).

If you need room for more than six places, use another form available in the cabinets in room 216A.
5. SOURCE SECTION

One unit per source. In principle, there should be one source unit per cover sheet and one cover sheet per source unit.

SOURCE SECTION CODING INSTRUCTIONS. Each reader coversheet must have a source section completed detailing its contents. Begin by writing the event # and coder initials in the first two boxes.

1. Write out the source name: London Times, Morning Chronicle, etc.
2. Locations: give the date of publication of the newspaper or month of the periodical. Also give page and column numbers, plus the locations on those columns.
3. Type of report: check the category that best suits the article. Eyewitness reports are those that specify that the writer was present at the event, as opposed to a regular article in the narrative style.

4, 5, & 6. To be completed if a second, source or another article in the first source enumerated is present in the file.
7. If additional materials beyond the normal six sources are included, note it in this section.

6. COMMENT SECTION

One unit per comment. May be keyed to any location within EVENT, PLACE, FORMATION, ACTION-PHASE, or SOURCE sections. In some cases, the codebook will require the coder who uses a certain code to make a COMMENT.

COMMENT SECTION CODING INSTRUCTIONS. As usual, enter the event ID and coder information numbers in the top two boxes. If a section being coded requires a comment or explanation, use this section, one box per comment.

Be sure to complete the appropriate information in the boxes pertaining to the section being commented upon, such as the item # or formation being discussed.

Note: If you use more than one comment sheet, check the box above the first comment section and note the number of sheets being used.
7. INFORMATION SECTION

This section allows for general comments by both the coder and any check coders.

INFORMATION SECTION CODING INSTRUCTIONS. Begin by entering the event ID number in the first box.

1. Your name, first and last.
2. Your coder number, consisting of your three initials and an assigned number.
3. Write today's date, e.g., 06-07-77.
4. Write here any general comments about your coding of this event, such as, "It was easy.," or "Action-phases didn't make much sense." etc.
   Stop. Next section for check coding only.

CHECK CODING INSTRUCTIONS

5. Your name, first and last.
6. Your three initials plus number.
7. General comments on the checking, scores if available, ease of reading, etc.
### Contentious Gatherings Enumerated

**February 1828**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of CE</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Weymouth</td>
<td>02-02</td>
<td>up-coming parliamentary election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>02-02</td>
<td>protection of victualler trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>02-04</td>
<td>application to repeal test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Edinburgh</td>
<td>02-04</td>
<td>petition king about political favors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gathering/crowd</td>
<td>Liverpool</td>
<td>02-05</td>
<td>election to parliament, day #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gathering/crowd</td>
<td>Durham</td>
<td>02-05</td>
<td>local election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gathering/crowd</td>
<td>Dover</td>
<td>02-06</td>
<td>election to parliament, day #3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>violence</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>02-06</td>
<td>crowd attacks police informer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parade</td>
<td>Weymouth</td>
<td>02-07</td>
<td>pre-election activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Sheffield</td>
<td>02-07</td>
<td>vestry, church rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>violence</td>
<td>Newbury</td>
<td>02-07</td>
<td>crowd attacks poaching informer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstration</td>
<td>Weymouth</td>
<td>02-09</td>
<td>election, day #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Windsor</td>
<td>02-10</td>
<td>tax on carts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gathering/crowd</td>
<td>Weymouth</td>
<td>02-11</td>
<td>election, day #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gathering/mob</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>02-13</td>
<td>mob threatens informer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gathering/crowd</td>
<td>Durham</td>
<td>02-13</td>
<td>country elections, day #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>02-15</td>
<td>licensed vs. non-licensed sellers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>violence</td>
<td>Atherstone</td>
<td>02-16</td>
<td>poaching affray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Leicenter</td>
<td>02-18</td>
<td>coin laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gathering/crowd</td>
<td>Weymouth</td>
<td>02-18</td>
<td>election victory celebration, day #8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Marylebone</td>
<td>02-20</td>
<td>parish rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gathering</td>
<td>Weymouth</td>
<td>02-22</td>
<td>post-election activities, day #10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>violence</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>02-25</td>
<td>mob attacks watchman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>violence</td>
<td>Scarborough</td>
<td>02-28</td>
<td>smuggling affair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>violence</td>
<td>Bethnal Green</td>
<td>02-28</td>
<td>riot over poor rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of CC</td>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Issue 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Islington</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Ramton</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Dorchester</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>stamp duties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Hackney</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Thames Ditton</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Holywell</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Finsbury</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Kingsland</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Marylebone</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Shaftsbury</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td>Bow (London)</td>
<td>February, no fixed date</td>
<td>test and corporation acts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) VIOLENCE ()
   property damage ( ), seizure of property, shops or persons ( ), personal injury ( ), threat of any of the above ( ).

(2) MEETINGS ( )
   ( ) Election
   ( ) Vestry
   ( ) Livery
   ( ) Dinner
   ( ) Political club/party
   ( ) with petition, address, etc.
   ( ) opposition to government (support for government)

(3-8) GATHERINGS
   demonstrations ( ), parade ( ), assemblies, crowds, mobs ( ), gatherings ( ), rallies ( ), special celebrations ( ), other ( )

(9) DELEGATIONS, DEPUTATIONS ( )

(10) LABOR ACTIVITIES ( )
    strike, turnout ( ), lockout ( ), combination or union mention ( ), threats to stop work ( ), work stoppages ( ), return to work ( ), deputations of workers ( ).

(11) LEGAL ACTIONS ( )
    arrests ( ), examinations ( ), pretrial info. ( ), trials/court proceedings ( ), sentences, executions, etc. ( ). Be sure to check the appropriate areas above that pertain to the action that brought about the arrest or trial.

EXTRA
   swearing in of special constables ( ), arson or suspected arson ( ), machine breaking, destruction of looms or threshers, etc. ( ).

---

Objective of action: ELECTION

Participants: FRIENDS OF MR. SUGDEN

Number: LARGE CONCOURSE Leaders: MR. SUGDEN

Date: Feb 7, 1978 26 pages Duration: (if known)

Yesterday, last week, a few days ago 1 day or less, a few days, more

Location: AT THE EATEN, WEYMOUTH
specific place, inn, field, etc. village or town/city parish

NA county

COMMENTS ON BACK? ( ) 4-76 (6) Bobbi
GREAT BRITAIN STUDY
SAMPLE RECORDING SHEET 3-76

Hansard (HOP)
(OF LONDON TIMES) page 1 column 2
MORNING CHRONICLE
date 2/18/1828 day M

First Line: AT A VERY NURIOUS MEETING...

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY (see memo # 6)

(1) VIOLENCE
property damage, seizure of property, spaces or persons,
personal injury, threat of any of the above.

(2) MEETINGS
Election
(i) Vestry
(ii) Livery
(iii) Dinner
(iv) Political club/party
with petition, address, etc.
(i) opposition to government
(ii) support for government
(iii) support for enemy of government
(iv) control of local government/organization
(v) other grievances and dissatisfaction
(vi) opposition to other people's or groups
(vii) objectives unclear
(viii) notices, requests (for past or future meetings)
(ix) support for government

(3-8) GATHERINGS
demonstrations, parades, assemblies, crowds, mobs, gatherings,
rallies, special celebrations, other

(9) DELEGATIONS, DEPUTATIONS

(10) LABOR ACTIVITIES
strike, turnout, lockout, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, work stoppages, return to work, deputations of workers

(11) LEGAL ACTIONS
arrests, examinations, pretrial info., trials/court proceedings, sentences, executions, etc. Be sure to check the appropriate areas above that pertain to the action that brought about the arrest or trial.

EXTRA
swearing in of special constables, arson or suspected arson, machine breaking, destruction of looms or threshers, etc.

Objective of action
INTERROGAIRE IN THEIR TOWN

Participants LICENSED VICTUALERS

Number:

Leaders:

Date:

Yesterday, last week, a few days ago: 1 day or less, a few days, more

Location:

specific place, inn, field, etc., village or town/city, parish

MIDDLESEX

county

COMMENTS ON BACK

4-76 (b) Bobb1

Sue As Mr. Quot

3-76
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violence</td>
<td>Property damage, personal injury, threat of any of the above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Election support for enemy of government, vestry control of local government, livery other grievances and dissatisfactions, dinner opposition to other peoples or groups, political club/party objectives unclear, petition, address, etc. notices, requests (for future meetings) opposition to government other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatherings</td>
<td>Demonstrations, parades, special celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegations</td>
<td>Deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Activities</td>
<td>Strike, turnout, lockout, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, work stoppages, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Actions</td>
<td>Arrests, examinations, interrogation, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Election support for enemy of government, vestry control of local government, livery other grievances and dissatisfactions, dinner opposition to other peoples or groups, political club/party objectives unclear, petition, address, etc. notices, requests (for future meetings) opposition to government other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatherings</td>
<td>Demonstrations, parades, special celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegations</td>
<td>Deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Activities</td>
<td>Strike, turnout, lockout, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, work stoppages, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Actions</td>
<td>Arrests, examinations, interrogation, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Election support for enemy of government, vestry control of local government, livery other grievances and dissatisfactions, dinner opposition to other peoples or groups, political club/party objectives unclear, petition, address, etc. notices, requests (for future meetings) opposition to government other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatherings</td>
<td>Demonstrations, parades, special celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegations</td>
<td>Deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Activities</td>
<td>Strike, turnout, lockout, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, work stoppages, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Actions</td>
<td>Arrests, examinations, interrogation, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Election support for enemy of government, vestry control of local government, livery other grievances and dissatisfactions, dinner opposition to other peoples or groups, political club/party objectives unclear, petition, address, etc. notices, requests (for future meetings) opposition to government other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatherings</td>
<td>Demonstrations, parades, special celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegations</td>
<td>Deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Activities</td>
<td>Strike, turnout, lockout, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, work stoppages, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Actions</td>
<td>Arrests, examinations, interrogation, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Election support for enemy of government, vestry control of local government, livery other grievances and dissatisfactions, dinner opposition to other peoples or groups, political club/party objectives unclear, petition, address, etc. notices, requests (for future meetings) opposition to government other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatherings</td>
<td>Demonstrations, parades, special celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegations</td>
<td>Deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Activities</td>
<td>Strike, turnout, lockout, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, work stoppages, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Actions</td>
<td>Arrests, examinations, interrogation, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Election support for enemy of government, vestry control of local government, livery other grievances and dissatisfactions, dinner opposition to other peoples or groups, political club/party objectives unclear, petition, address, etc. notices, requests (for future meetings) opposition to government other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatherings</td>
<td>Demonstrations, parades, special celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegations</td>
<td>Deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Activities</td>
<td>Strike, turnout, lockout, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, work stoppages, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Actions</td>
<td>Arrests, examinations, interrogation, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Election support for enemy of government, vestry control of local government, livery other grievances and dissatisfactions, dinner opposition to other peoples or groups, political club/party objectives unclear, petition, address, etc. notices, requests (for future meetings) opposition to government other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatherings</td>
<td>Demonstrations, parades, special celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegations</td>
<td>Deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Activities</td>
<td>Strike, turnout, lockout, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, work stoppages, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Actions</td>
<td>Arrests, examinations, interrogation, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Election support for enemy of government, vestry control of local government, livery other grievances and dissatisfactions, dinner opposition to other peoples or groups, political club/party objectives unclear, petition, address, etc. notices, requests (for future meetings) opposition to government other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatherings</td>
<td>Demonstrations, parades, special celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegations</td>
<td>Deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Activities</td>
<td>Strike, turnout, lockout, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, work stoppages, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Actions</td>
<td>Arrests, examinations, interrogation, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Election support for enemy of government, vestry control of local government, livery other grievances and dissatisfactions, dinner opposition to other peoples or groups, political club/party objectives unclear, petition, address, etc. notices, requests (for future meetings) opposition to government other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatherings</td>
<td>Demonstrations, parades, special celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegations</td>
<td>Deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Activities</td>
<td>Strike, turnout, lockout, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, work stoppages, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Actions</td>
<td>Arrests, examinations, interrogation, combination or union mention, threats to stop work, return to work, deputations of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>Election support for enemy of government, vestry control of local government, livery other grievances and dissatisfactions, dinner opposition to other peoples or groups, political club/party objectives unclear, petition, address, etc. notices, requests (for future meetings) opposition to government other</td>
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